In this paper, we will present a ra~her simplified description o£ an algorithm for transformationalanalysls (decomposition) of English sentences, our purpose here is not to discuss the transformational theoryj the full details of the theoretical formulations of the algorlthmj or of the gran~ar. Ratherj we will present a set of examples of the decomposition and some discussion of them with the hope that it will give enough insight into the capability of the algorlthm and indicate to some extent the power of transformational analysis.
1.0 Here, we will present a rather simplified description of an algorithm for transformational analysis (decomposition) of English sentences.
Our purpose here is not to discuss the transformational theory 3 the full details of the theoretical formulations of the algorlthm 3 or ofthe grammar W. Rather, we will present a set of examples of the decomposition and some discussion of them with the hope that it will give enough insight into the capability of the algorithm and indicate to some extent the power of transformational analysis• I.i
Transformations are certain relations among sets of sentences and in particular, it is possible to relate a given sentence to a set of elementary sentences (kernel sentences) by means of transformations. It should be emphasized tha t i t is not assumed and also not impl~ed in the algorithm that any kind of prior analysis (either strlng analysis or constituent analysis) is requlred as a prere~uisltelfor the present algorithm.
~Such a detailed description will appear later elsewhere. which has 3 subsets.
1. Sequences each of which corresponds to a sentence form (e.g. the passive sequence N t be en V by N); 2. Sequences each of which represents a deformed kernel-form and Is not a sentence form, but when inserted between specified neighboring symbols of a sequence of the first set~ preserves the character of the sentence form (e.g. _~j en V N); 3. Sequences each of which represents a deformed kernel-form and is ~he concept of the residue can be extended to shared sequences as well as sequences which replace a given symbol in another sequence. The term carrier is used in this context. This device has been extensively used in this algorithm.
-3-not a sentence form, but, when substituted for a symbol in a sequence (of ~et I or 2 or 3), preserves the character of that sequence (e.g. er V or/L , n A of N).
There are also rules for inserting sequences from the second set into other sequences or into sequences of the third set, without changing the character of either. 
:al
The dictionary for Transformation^Crannnar must carry far more de- /about: the L~nd of objects required by the verb V. An nV may require objects differ/~t from its V and this must be indicated (e.g. th~ attacked the enemy vs. they made an attack " on the enemy).
Noun phrases like n V, IngV, etc. can occur in place o£ a sentence object or a subject of a sentence but only when it is organized ', \ .
around a verb requiring such subjects or obJectsj and such, verbs are marked accordingly in the dictionary.
The subject and object restrictions for a verb or a verb-related • postulates as its consequences I until the termlnal period of the sentence is found which is consistent with a hypothesis. It is qulte likely that an analysis will produce more than one correct reading of a sentencej because structural ambiguity is even more frequent in transformational grammar than it is in the mere s~ring analysis.
-7- ~eads is a V for nF principal as found in dictionary.
--appropriate 
÷z] <3> s
The analysis would reach even deeper if the words ~hls and ~b°th were treated as reference words leading to a substltutlonj e.g. of x <I.__.~> for he, x ~I> and x <2> for both.
Crop sharing between the tenant and the land owner N Ing V P T N and T N err Q may replace N. This example illustrates the process of analysis in some detail. Because of space limitations for this paper a rather simple structure had to be chosen for this purpose. A short dictionary of the words in the sentence has been prepared and also a small set of grammar strings in provided for this illustration. Both were greatly simplified so that rich grammatical material will not obscure the demonstratl6n of the choice of hypotheses, their verification or rejection, the use of the carrler~ changes of levels in analysis and the exploration of alternative readings.
The analysis always begins with the strlng ~30 postulated. A decomposition ends I when the program associated with thls~trlng is finished. All possible sentence beginnings are included in i I of ~30. --After-t-hee-nd of--~30-aiternatfve-decompositlons are sought.
When a new string is postulated on the basis of an i-llst of .... another strlngj the verification of thenew string takes place in the next level of a push-down memory~ so that the state of computation of the suspended string is not affected.
Whenever two or more alternative paths open up for the analy~s~i~sj each must be pursuedto a successful completion or until failure occurs. (The analysis must produce every possible decomposition of a structurally ambiguous sentence). In our analyslsj different paths are pursued ~ Resume 30.
1. story -be good (left modified noun) 2. x -tell story < 1 > \ (x-nomfnalfzatfon: flerV) 3. John present be x < 2> (a) (identity of extended NtVN)
